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As part of a national study of the.R&D capatity of schools,.College's,

and departments of edUcation (8CDEs), we undertook to derive indices of pro--

ductivity for such, units on six variables: (1) the number of erticles.cre-

_ dited to'faculty members in education over a-three-year period ii-itwenty-

Six journals selected as core or near-core publications; (2) the number

of documents deposited in the Resources in Education (RIE) portion of ERIC

over.a two-year period;-(3)..the number efbookt in education reviewed in

the 25 journals al.ready mentioned; (4) the number of papers reed at the

national ceniientions of six ptcfessional societies in education over a

three-Year period; (5) the number and dollar amounts of foundation grants/
:

fot educational R&D Over a three-year period; and (6) the number and, dollar

amount Of govetnment,gt'ants and contracts tor educational R&D for a '21-month

period7., These dat6were tallied tor as- many of the 1,367 SCDEs as made,con-/

-tributions and/or received grants and contraCts.

It was our hope to use theSe several indicas to derive an overall

ilndicator.of R&D productivity for each institution. When the data were

finally accumulated, however, We:were overcome by the magnitude ef the task,

especially since there appeared to be very wide variation amOng the several

. types of-institutions which we had defined a priori. Finally, almost in,
L./

desperation, we determined to attempt the formulation of a-series of rUles,

. .each of which would suCcessiyelyeliminateaoIne portion-of the.population

from further considetationasan R&D producer. For thiS purpose we did ribt

Utilj_ze book and convention data,Thowever, since very often we had been un-

able to, determine departmental affilia ion,for authors.
/
/

-

We began with.a simple tuletilat woUld eliminate institutional non-

producers, viz.:.



,

1.. Non-producers arelISCDEs.which accumulate o credits in
.any of the four criterion areas.

.

-.-To our surprise, this rule elipinated from further consideration'

773 of the SCDEs in the popu1atien--56.5 per cent of the total of 1,36.7.

. More than half of all.SCDEs were not found to make any contribution what-

ever!

Next,, We tried to eliminate those institutions in which it was clear.

that the .contribution must have resulted from the idiosyncratic, unsupported.

. . -

effort& of a sing/e faculty memberWhat we-have come to call an idiographic'

cOntribution._ liow Could one state a rule that would unequivocally guarantee

that no M\yre-than One person could have been involved?
\ /

2. /low Producers-1-Idiographic are SCDEs with no grants or .

contracts for R&D projects and with no more than 1.0
'Credits in either journal publications or RIE.

J.

This rule:eliminated an additional 204 institutionsanother 14.9 "per

cent of the total.

Next, we aetermined to state'a.rule which would separate. out ins-titu-.

tions in which R&D prodUction was probably still the idiographic-result of

one m h's efforts, but .11 which some institutionayinterest in:or sanction

.for such activity was i diCated. The rulei

.3. Low Producers-Minimal are SCDEs with a single grant. or
'contract'for R&D activity_in'whiCh there was no more
than 1.0 creditj.n either jourrial 'publications or

the

. .

The productivity in these institutions wasstili idiOgraphic but

presence of a grant -or.contract indicated at, least -an institutional

willingness to have one member of its faculty engage in R&D.

This rule culled .out another 35 SCDEs or 2.56 per cent/of the pbpu---

lation.



-Fl_nally, in dealing with low produCing.institutions, we devised a

rule.that would permit more than one faculty member to be involved bA.1t which
.

would still indicate a level of productivity which we felt that most obser-

vers would classify unambiguously as low. Institutiohs'were admitted to this

category whether or not theyhed a grant or contract (they never had more

than one) so longas they accumulated a Multiple entry--greater than 1.0--
1 .

in either journals or RIE. To insure that the category did.indbed represent.

'a low Troducing type, however,-it was stipulated thlt the multiple entry had

t be in either Tournals or RIE but not both. The rule s:

4., Low Producers--OccaSional are SCDEs with zo or ond grant
or contract for R&D activity in which the credits for
either journals or RIE was zero and the credits in the
other category.did not exceed 3.0.

This rule excluaed another 94 institutions-6.9 per,cent of the to-

The categories-in the system soefar ranged from no evidence of R&D

yield to all. SCDE with one grant or contract. for R&D activity.and 1.0 credits

1

in either-journals-Or RIE. We hesitated to go above this level in describ-

ing low institutional productiviCy since the danger arises o.f. penalizing

smaller institutions simply because they have few .faculty members in the SCDE.

At this level of productivity, however,.me felt that mostiobervers would-

-agree that these SCDEs were contributing little in. the R&D arena in education.

Thq rule6 were having a remarkable effect, on the population of 1,.367 SCDEs,

however; 1,106 had already been classified by applying just these four rules.

We then turned our attention to theother end of-the .continuum. Who,

asked, are the htgh producers?. Agaih, it seemed useful,to distinguish

. among 'levels of .high productLvlty At the highestlevel,'we felt, Should be

'5



placed those institutiOns that demonstrate persistent involvement in R&D
project activity. As.a matter of fact, the repeated. selection of an ihsti.-
tution to carry.out projects under grants..dr contracts, is at least a norma-

.

tive quality inde.applied by judges in the field
of.education, i.e., the

.Officials, boards, panels, etc., of the granting
institution.. The level

doeument submission to RIE, we felt, should be high; and the'institution
Should be held to at least a reasonable level Of productivity. in_cere jour
nals since this .c)c)is- 4 measure of quality as assessed by peors

-.
.field--the journal e'ditors and referees. Thus the following rule evolved:

5. Higp Producers.-R&D Centers are SCDEs with fiVe or moregrants or contraCts for R&D activity.totaling
fundingof $750,000 or more; or With Multiple grants or.cantirectsfor R&D activity plus fiftY'or more credits in the,26-.,-"core" journaIs-in education; .or multiple grants or con-,tracts with'35.or more credits in journals-plus 25 or.mote credits in RTE.

In sharp,contrast to the first low-preducer rule which enabled-773
7.

institutions.to.be immediately classified, this high-producer rule included
only. .24, institutions--1.8 per cent of the tOtal--de4ite

its modest require.,

A second group was.identified as outstanding produccts. Ili examining
the profileof productivity: it waS apparent that there. was-a group of institu--,.

ments.

tions.which:was persistent in-accumulating
credits.across the measures or

was.so-outstanding on one Criterion area that the institutional commitment
to R&D Seemed undeniable,

The rule.governihg this cate&ry :

6. Ht&h'Producers-,Other OutStanding Producers are SODEs.-with multiple (more than one) 'grants or contrpcts forR&D produetivity totaling funds ef,.$250,000 or more;or 25 journal credits in the,"eore. joutnals;. or 17.5or more:journal credtts plus 12.5.or more creditS in,RIE.



This rule enabled the classification of another 3.6 inStitutions--

2.6_per cent of the total.

A final group of high producews define4Which, while exhibiting

multiple. credits', usualIy-'also exhibited low ptoduCtivity per faculty mem-

bet:. The rule is:

7. -Man ProduCersR&D ActiVesare SCDEs with multiple grants
or contracts .for R&D.actiVity. totaling $100,000 or more;-
or 15 or-more credits in.00re" journals;' or.10' or more
credits in jo;.Irna1s plus 7.5Tic)re RIE credits..

This -rule classlfied an additional 39 institutions--2.8 per cent

the total,.

Throughoutthe firs,t seven categories, an effort'Was made to avoid

the question af SCDE size in relation to R&D yield.. The target of our study_
,

was the.,scDE as an institution, not the'faculty member as an. individual-

'.The low producers are so low that most observers'would probably be content-.-

.ta\ignote the size of-the institution as a significant.variableA6-the

"dthe\extreme, categories six'and.seven are so active that it seemsreason-
,.._-

. rrble to classify themas high producers even if-they have large facult'ies.

However, there Were some institutions with unusual-yield profiles in which
-.

...,
.

_
.

. .

small size obviously affected -the institutions'. abilities to break into 7-

the high producer category. So as not te"lose sight of these SCDEs a cate--,

.goty of unusual producers was fOrMed. The-tule was.as follows:_
-

.-
8. 'Unusual ProdUcers*.are SCDEs im,;categories.with small Med-

ian faculty Size inwhich-the level of- R&D-activity.in
the criterion areaS.was So high:,thattheiinstitUtiong.
would have-been qualified under rules five,-s-i-krer seven
above with the applicationof:a siZe correction of\circa
50 percent of a true size correction;.or an SCDE in.a,

\Category with typTCally low R&D actiVity which-wa:S pro--
.ducing at a rate several times that of the category.-



Unfortunately, only 26 fnstitutior0, ar 1,9 per centTwere helped by

this definition.

The remaining SCDEs were classified as.middle rgrige producers. The

level oE R&D activity necessary to qualify for this category As quite low.

despite that title. In an absolute sense many observers would probably be'

more comfortable in classifying these SCDEs as low producers, but in a
,

relative sense these SCDEs are very competitive. The rule: ,

9. Middle Range Producers are SCDEs not covered by any of
0eight rules enumerated previously.

Some 136 SCDEs--10.0 per cent of the total--were assignedlby this

rule.

The general:results of this mode of classification of-theR&D pro-
.

ductivity of'SCDES in shown.in the handout Table .i. The categories7defined,

-lpy,the pine rules which have been described form the basis for the columns

*of the table; the rows are defined in terms of an a 2riori classification

system based upon the degree level (doctors, mesters, baccalaureate) and the
,

control (public, private). of the institutions. Several summary observations.

-may bemade -fromthis table:

1.
. Only 24.institutions qualify as R&D Centers;, all are doctoral
level institution&.

z. ThStitutional commitMent to educatio;laf R&D is velbl much a
doctoral level, phenomenon.- Whild'58.9.per 'cent of doctoral-
institutiansare.classified in one or another Of the high
producer or unusuak.producer categories, but 6.0 per_cent.

..of the masters- institutiOns and 0.7 per cent of. the bacca-.
laureate inseitution are soalassified. Conversely, anly
1:3,per cent of-dactoral institutions are classified as
non-producefs,bUt 40.7 Ter cent. of.the masters institutions
and 77.8 per cent, of thebaccalaureate institutions are
classified.



3. For all practical purposes:the number of institutions serious-
ly cOmmitted to R&D is limited to the.125 institutions,.whatever
theirdegree level may be, that fall into the high producer or
unusual.producer categories.

4. The 26 institutiona classified into the unusual producer cate-
gory fall at"all degree levels, indicating that there are-proto-
types at all such- levels Of R&D CoMmitted institutions, which
might serve as useful models for other institutions in their
caEegories with R&D aspirations.

5- The total number of institutions engaged in educational R&D
activity is small. The bottom end of the middle range'pre-.
ducer category is.already beyond the 80th percentile;.the
total 'of R&D Centers, Other Outstanding'ProdUbers, and -R&D
Actives accounts for less than 7.5 per cent of the total.

Whether or not the'depiction of educationol R&D activity within

Tortrayed in Table 1 is seen in a positive pr negative light
SCDES that

.depends largely on the expectations one has for such activity in all types

of. SCDEs. If R&D activity is believed to be normative for SCDES; the picture.

of Table 1 appears rather dismal. More than four in,five SCDEs are nearly.

uninvOlved in R&D. Given the low level of the eriteria posed for instit4ions

to be classified in.at least the middle range producer catepry, one might

'have expected a larger proportion'to have accumulated' at least some credits.

Two grants (even of a few hundred' dollars each), two journal credits, a com"

'bination of one journal credit and one RIE'credit, or a .total of,four RIE

-,credj a were sufficient to classify an institution as middle range. 'Surely

, one cannot be enthusiastic about such lew level'performance.

But the-data alse Make-it rather clear that most institutions do not

,-acknOwledge educationnl R&D among,.their missions, and do little if anything

to support sueh activity,institutionallY: If we may accept the 125 institu-'

"Lona in the high er unusual producer.categories as rekesenting our best

.estimate of inatitutional involVement, we,begin to see.a. picture among SCDEs

not substaneiaUy different from.that.in other Prefessionnl areas. It seems



*-.-

likell;-that there are about 100-150 good medical, dental, lega1,,etc, schools

inthe,country that might be expected to take an active interest.in the R&D_

characteristic of those fields; It Should not surprise us, to discover that

a similar sitUation holds for SCDEs. Indeed, it is probably a good thing

that there are not more active.competitors for the limited R&D dollars,

staff, and programs than exist within these 125 institutions.

One should not. leap to the Conclusion tat the-125 SCDEs, that have

selected R&D as a.mission are performing at their optimum capability, how-

ever. Among the'Select institutions characterized in this study as R&D

Centers, for example, it requires two faculty members working for a total

of.three years to, produce one journal.credit; about four-faculty working

for three years Et): lprodute one RIE entry; and up to 25 faculty (in the

public institUtions) to:result.in one feundation grant every three years

or one government grant every 21. Tonths. Institutions'that profess to de-

vote substantial reseurCes"to.R&D
actiVity.probably cannot yet afford to

° rest on their laurels.

A Comparison.with Some Other Sources

EachOf theproductivity studies was designed to provide data not.

only about the yield from SCDEs but also aboUt acvariety of other educe-.

tienal.R&D producers within and outside the University setting. C6mpara-
.

_

, Ative data will be presented that contraSt SCDE's with,three other major

categor-ies, viz.;

1. Other University units, including, Yor example, human devel-
opment, psychology, political

science, sociology-, .and health
sdience departments; nOn-academic.Units such as the Presi-.
dents OffiCe or'Student Services Office;.and a11.others.spe-
cificaliy reported in the.soUrce 'documents.

2. Domestic, nen7University sources, including,.for example,
elemeiltary and secondary schools, state departments of edu-

10
T.
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1.

.catidn', profit and non-profit R&D units, U.S. Government, bus-iness. and industry, and the like.-

3. All foreign sources, including foreign SCDEs.

In most, instances, it was found that
some entries could not unequi-

vocally be associated with a particular
department or unit if the author

represented a university. This was especially
true of*book and Convention

credits, in Which large numbers of "University.
Undesignated" credits were

aggregated. It was for.this
reason that these tallies were-not used_in con-

nection with ingtitutional
clar,siSication.as reported above, since it was

9

felt that serious errors could be made. For purposes of reporting class
data, however, it Was possible to apportion "University Undesignated" credits
between SCDEs end non-SCDEs bY assuming.that they were distributed in the.
same ratio as were known credits, of which there was always an appreciable
number usuable as a,base for projection. The data to'be presented have been
adliusted using this procedure.

The basiC findings are shown in handout Table 2. It will be seen
that while SCDEs are hot as productive as one might wish, they hold their
own reasonaUly well in contrast with other broad categories of institutions.0

This conclusion seems especially warranted when one recall s. that there are
only abOut 125 SCDEs seriously'committed to R&D as a misSiOn area.:

It.will be seen that SCDEs rate best in the area of jounral publi-.
cations--they accrue oVer 56 per cent of all'article

credits in tht 26-core.
journals:studied. Other university units, 'including all the social science
departments which are frequently believed to be serious competitors for
SCDEs in the educational R&D arena, contribute less than 8 per cent. Some
discountingof this .figure.must of course,be done on the groundS that fac-

.
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-ulty members from such other disciplines have their own jourwais in'which
to report and. these were not studied; 'nevertheless the 26 jOurnals_included

tended to be high prestige publications in which.persons from other fields
would undoubtedly be gratified to appear.

.Domestic non-university
sources constribute,almost 31 per cent of

,journal articles, while foreign sourcts accOunt for the remainder-.-just un-
der 5 per cent.

The situa:tion with respect to RIE is interesting in that despite
the ease of'entry, which most SCDE critics would take to be a basis for

predicting high SCDE involvement,. SCDEs in fact contribute less.than 7 per
cent of entries. By far the largestoproportion comes from domestic non.-Uni-
versity sources; over 68 per cent. Othc..1- university,departments contribute-2
more to RIE than do SCDEs but they also.fall short of non-University souces.
.1t is clear that RIE is the mode of communication

among educational RED per=
sonnel not associated with

institUtions,of.higher education.

-Among theother indices, SCDEs typically proVide some 40+ per cent..
Inall cases the foreign contribution, is small. University non-SCDE sources

..provide heavily in the book area while
non-UniVersity'sources predominate

in convention papers and ,foundation grants.

Whether this contribution from SCDEs is,seen as'laudable or not de-
.

pends on:one's perspective. Considering the very large number and-variety'\

of competitive-agencies, their, performance of.e bit Over 40.pereent in most
areas and 56 per cent in journal articles must be considered exceptional, again
recalling thatonlY about 125 SCDEs are really involved.., But considering that,. .

What is as stake Is educational
R&D, an arena in which almost no other agency

.defines a prime mission forjtself, the less than half.average seems to be



remarkably low. When one considers further that the SCDE contribution is

.made by fewer than one out of five institutionsit is clear that there is

a great deal of room for improvement.

13
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Egon'G. Guba

David L, Clark

AERA-4/77.

TABLE 1

LEVEL OF R&D PRODUCTIVITY IN SCDE? BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE

Level of Productivity,

Ca te gory

High Prohcers

Unusual

Producers

Low Producers
.1

.NOn-

ProduCers:.

R&D

Centers,

Other

Outstanding

Producers

R&D

ActiveS

vAdle

lange

itoducers
Occasional

Producers

Minimal

Producers

Idiographic

Producers

Pub Doct 18 24 24 36

Priv Doct
5 5 .10

Pub Mast
15, 43 64 68

Priv Mast
12. 20 14' 50 143'

Pub Bacc
2 7 1 0 21 4

Priv Bacc
1 1 9 56 389

11111

128:

Total 24 36 39 26 136 94 35 204. 773

'7 Per Cent 1.76 2,63 2,85 1.90 ; 9!.95 6.88 2,56 14.92 56.55

Cum Per Ct 100.00 98,24' 95.61. 92.76 90,86 80.91 74,03 .71.47 56;55

1

These 141 institutions, while engaged in education perspnnel.training, .are exCluded from their normal',

categories because Of their special 'pUrpose nature, e.g.,' seminarieS, business Schools, art schools 'etc,



TABLE 2

OVERVIEW OF SCDEs AMONG R&D PRODUCERS1

Source

Egon G.rGuba:,,:

David L. Clark

AERA-407

./
Per Cent'Credits

Per ,C0tpollars.

(.)11rna1s
RIE

11,noks Conventions

SCDEs
jo.56 L 6.64

Other Uniersity
7.71 18.13 42.14 13.17 11;60 57.15

Domestic Non-University 30:.96 68J1 16,.78 42.63

.Foreign (Incl. SCDEs)
. 4.77 7.12

NA2

100.00 100.00 . 99 98; i 100.00 1 100.01 .\ NA2
1

. ,

Foundations STE

40 39 , 41,86 44 79
J 42,85

NA2

1

Figures. entered.for SCDEs are adjusted
fer University.Undesignared". entes.

2
31E data were &Imputed for

college/university soutces


